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Here is my input covering this past Wednesday (April 9) through this morning (April 16th):NSA Documents:-Of 

the 85 documents previously placed before the Board and voted on, NSA has asked the Board to reconsider 7 

of them. SCI issues are involved. (Review Track has been input on all but 12 of the original 85 documents. 

Following the Board Meeting, that unfinished business, plus the results of the Board's decisions on the 7 

reconsiderations will be input also.)-NSA has also couriered over to us 49 new documents, of which 32 are 

consent releases, and 17 are documents for which NSA wants to withhold names of employees. Chris and I 

plan to commence processing these documents in review track this afternoon, and expect to complete the 

review track process on these 49 documents prior to the April 23-24 Board Meeting.Presentation: Chris and I 

have mutually agreed that he will present NSA documents to the Board at the upcoming meeting, since my SCI 

clearance will either not be in hand yet, or will be such a last minute occurence that I will not have time to 

familiarize myself with the 7 documents under reconsideration. Presumably, this will be the last time he will 

have to do so.Califano Papers:-Joe Masih's letter to Linda Dean was signed out April 15th requesting the 

assistance of Randy Rakers (security manager at Military History institute at Carlisle Barracks), during the April 

28-May 9 window between Board meetings, in declassifying as many of these papers as possible, and in 

identifying 3rd agency equities. (Note: Randy Rakers is also in possession of some FBI documents with Army 

equities which were passed to him previously by Wray and Masih, which we intend to ask him to bring with 

him to the initial declassification session.)PTC (Pentagon Telecommunication Center) Records:-Joe Masih has 

been matching the RIFS which were recently printed with the actual documents. There are a few holes in the 

dike: of a total of approximately 380 documents, approximately 340 or so can be physically matched now, 

ready for transmission to NARA--but some are still classified CONFIDENTIAL and will require Randy Rakers' 

attention when he visits ARRB, and others are CIA documents which need to be sent to HRG for 

declassification. Our present intentions are to hold all of the PTC materials at ARRB until these 3rd party 

equities are resolved, so that the collection can be transferred to NARA intact.DIA:-Joe Masih is still pressing to 

obtain access to their SF 135s, so we can examine for ourselves what types of records have been (or have not 

been) transferred to Suitland.Department of the Army I.G.:-Joe Masih is pressing them to deal with equities in 

the Richard Case Nagell file prior to the May 12 Board Meeting.Dr. David Vanek:-Christopher completed our 

business with him by finally connecting in a complicated game of phone tag. No further action required re: 

Dan Marvin's allegations about David Vanek; Vanek has made his statement, and researchers are free to 

decide what they will.Miscellaneous:-Christopher wrapped-up the latest Noblesville H.S. intern project, after 
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